
CAKE SIZES and SERVINGS
(These are some of our most popular sizes and servings for custom cakes! The prices shown are based on one �avor 
combiation and a simple buttercream design.  They are shown diameter x height.  We o�er additional sizes, which we will 
sometimes use based on the desired design)

Single tier cakes:
6”x 6“  (4 layers of cake) - $68    11-3 servings
6” x  7“ (5 layers of cake) - $85    14-16 servings
7” x 7“  (5 layers of cake) - $90    22-24 servings
8” x 6” (4 layers of cake) - $86    20-22 servings
9” x 4”   (3 layers of cake) - $78    20-22 servings
9” x 6”   (4 layers of cake) - $105  26-28 servings
10” x 6” (4 layers of cake) - $120  30-32 servings
Two Tier Cakes:
6”x 4” + 8”x 6”   -  $160   32-34 + servings
6”x 6” + 8”x 7”   -  $190  36-40 + servings
6”x 4” + 9”x 6”   -  $200  42-44 + servings
7” x 6” +10” x 7”-  $275  65-68 + servings

Custom Detailing Estimates
(These are estimates to give you a jumping o� point for price.  The �nal price will vary based on colors, size of cake, intricacy 
of design, etc.  Pricing can take several days as we need to take into consideration the time it will take to create each piece.)

Numer or Letter Toppers
Number or letter toppers start at $10 and go up based on color and size

Cover tiers in fondant 
To cover a cake in fondant will ultimately be priced based on the size of the cake and the saturation of color or 
marbling.  It starts at $12 per tier for a 5” cake.  Marblized fondant starts at $20for a 5” cake

Add bands to the base of each cake
The �nal price will be determined based on the size of the cake and the color or painting of metallics but 
prices start at $15 per tier for a 6” tier

2D decorative cut outs
The �nal price will be based on the itricacy of design and the number of colors/pieces needed but prices 
gererally at $8 for simple items (clouds/stars/hearts) and $25-35 for more intricate design.

3D decorative �gurines
Figurnes range greatly in price based on size, amount of prodcut needed and the number of colors or pieces 
needed.  3D �gurines start at $40 each for simple animals, $90 is the base price for people or more elaborate 
pieces

Banners/Plaques
These start at $20 and are based on the size, number of words and type of font used

Hand Painting
This is completely custom & prices genearlly range from $100-500 per tier or $50-250 per 2-d decorative piece

CARVED CAKES
Carved cakes can sometimes be done for as few as 28-30 servings but generally require at least 40 servings in 
order to be able to create the design. Carved cake pricing starts at $350  but most designs avergae $600-750
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